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Make Money on Vacation

If you take your vacation when BaBarians are here and rent out your house or apartment to a visiting scientist, we all win. You cover some of your expenses, help the fine folks in Housing with accommodations for our visitors, improve foreign relations, win friends, and influence people, improve the trade balance deficit and you get the picture. Upcoming BaBar meetings are Feb 22-25, then June 21-25, and Oct 18-21. Contact Ute Hayes at x4132 about your rental or advertise it in the SLAC FleaMarket.

LCLS Workshop A Winner

Strong attendance and spirited discussion marked this week's LCLS workshop on design issues surrounding the development of a free-electron laser at SSRL. Next week is another big event - a meeting in Washington of the Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Committee, which will provide recommendations on future funding for fourth-generation light sources.

Back to Daughters

April 22 is Take Our Daughters to Work Day and volunteers are needed for the planning committee or to assist in day-of-the-event activities. Bernie Lighthouse in Personnel (x2358) especially needs assistance from technical people. Please give him a call about hands-on activities, open house ideas or feedback on what worked or didn't work from previous years.

Haz Mat Inventory Time

It's time for the annual inventory of hazardous materials on site. Please cooperate with the designated people in your area so the task can meet its Feb. 1 deadline. Contact Valerie Stone-Reeve at x3861 if you have questions.

FleaMarket

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form. Current ads can be seen on the FleaMarket web page. These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.

Quick News Available via E-mail

If you wish to receive the e-mail version of Quick News in the future, send a message to majordomo@slac.stanford.edu with the message in the body

    subscribe quicknews-l